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1   Introduction/Overview 

The ISAQ Measurement Suite includes a COM interface, which allows third-party 
applications to access all measurement values and settings of the software. Upon 
installation of the ISAQ Measurement Suite, the COM interface is automatically 
available on Windows, and can be used by COM-aware clients. This Automation 
Interface Instruction provides an overview on the Interfaces and shows how to use the 
COM Interface of the ISAQ 100 Data Acquisition system in general. Furthermore in the 
appendix of this document the Variables addressable by the COM interface are listed. 
 
If you are interested in coding examples regarding the automation interface please visit 
the “Downloads section” on our homepage http://www.omicron-lab.com which will be 
kept up to date.  

1.1   Interfaces 

The "COM Interface" actually consists of 2 interfaces. The IISAQ interface which can be 
seen as a connection to the ISAQ application and the IRepository interface reflecting the 
settings and the measurement values of the software. The settings and measurement 
values are encapsulated in the Control-, Data- and Info Variables. Therefore the object 
hierarchy looks like visualized in the picture below. 
 

 
The Interfaces of the ISAQ 100’s COM interface are described in chapter 2. 
  

http://www.omicron-lab.com/
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1.2   Variables 

Internally, the software maintains a database (called the Repository) of values, which 
reflect settings and measured quantities. User interface components (control panels, 
display panels, etc.) connect to these variables to persist their state, in most cases, 
even across application sessions. You can read and set these variables via the COM 
interface. Each variable name refers to a specific variable type. Three variable types are 
currently available: 
 

 Control Variables 
The most important one is the "Control Variable" which is useful for reading and 
changing measurement specific settings. This variable type is also the only one 
which allows bidirectional communication (i.e. reading and writing).  

 Data Variables  
This kind of variable allows just reading and is currently mainly used for "real-
time" data streaming in the scope mode. 

 Info Variables 
If you are interested in the current device states this type of variables will be the 
right choice. 

 
Each variable name refers to a specific variable type, which establishes the following: 
 

 the variable's domain 

 the variable's name 
Variable names are case sensitive; “Vpp” is a valid variable name, “VPP” is not. 

 the variable's qualifier(s), where applicable 
Qualifiers allow multiple variables with the same name (see below, section 
Qualifiers) 

 the variable's unit (such as Volt, seconds, etc.) 

 the variable's storage type (such as string, integer, floating point, binary object, 
etc.) 

 the variable's default value 

 the variable's valid range (minimum and maximum legal values for the variable)  
The valid range is disregarded for variables that are not of a numeric type (such 
as strings, booleans, binary objects, etc.) 

 the variable's display precision (this is the number of significant digits to show 
inside of control fields or when formatting the variable) 
The display precision of a variable is only honored for variables which have 
storage type of double or float. For all other storage types, the display precision is 
ignored. 

 
So much for theory, in practice the automation interface user will be spared of all that 
internals. The interesting part for you will be how to combine domains, names and 
qualifiers to get a correct and well defined identifier representing a repository variable. 
Read on to learn how everything works together. 
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Domains 

Domains group together variables belonging to the same product and establish a 
namespace. Variable names within a domain must be unique, i.e. there cannot be 
two or more unqualified variables with the same name. Domain names are case 
sensitive. 
 
Qualifiers 

It is possible to qualify variables with an additional prefix, enabling multiple variables 
with the same name in a single domain. These qualifiers further describe the context 
of the variable and, together with the variable name and domain, establish a unique 
address, identifying a single variable instance in the repository. In the variable 
reference sections of this document you will find the appropriate qualifier, if one 
applies, listed with each variable. Please note that the ISAQ software will only use 
variables that are correctly qualified.  
 
The COM interface does not enforce correctness of qualifiers. While there will be an 
error if you attempt to use a non-existent variable name, you will not get an error if 
you use an existing variable name with an unsupported qualifier. However, doing so 
will not give you access to the correct variable instance. Instead, a new variable 
instance of the appropriate type will be created in the repository with the qualifier you 
assigned to it; but you will be the only one accessing it. Keep that in mind when 
writing code that accesses qualified variables. 
 
Qualifiers are case-sensitive; “scope.” is a valid qualifier for many variables, 
“SCOPE.” is not. 
 
Example: 

full variable name:  “scope.TriggerLevel” 
domain: “isaq” 

 
 
How to access the variables is described in chapter 2. A list of all variables within the 
variable types can be found in the appendix of this instruction. 
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2   The Interfaces 

In this chapter the two Interfaces of the ISAQ 100’s automation interface are described. 
These are the IISAQ interface which can be seen as a connection to the ISAQ 
application and the IRepository interface reflecting the settings and the measurement 
values of the software. To hold this chapter clearly arranged it only focuses on 
describing the most important functionality.  
 
Note: Methods and properties not listed in this sections are currently not intended to be 
used because they are just primed for further improvements. 

2.1   Application Interface IISAQ 

The IISAQ directly addresses the ISAQ Measurement Suite and allows access to the 
Repository Interface. How the Repository can be accessed is described in section 2.2. 

2.1.1   applicationRepository. 

Description 
Retrieves the repository hosted by the ISAQ Analyzer Suite. 
 
Property type 
Read-only 
 
Syntax 

Public Property applicationRepository As Repository 

 
Return Value 
A connection to the repository interface. 
 
 

2.1.2   quit 

Description 
Exits the ISAQ Analyzer Suite. Note that after this operation returns, all references to 
objects hosted by the ISAQ Analyzer Suite, including the repository and any variables, 
will become invalid. 
 
Syntax 

Public Sub quit() 
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2.1.3   show 

Description 
Show or hide the main window of the ISAQ Analyzer Suite.  
 
Syntax 

Public Sub show(show As Boolean) 

 
Parameters 
show: 
If "show" is true, the main window is shown, otherwise it is hidden. 

2.2   Repository Interface IRepository 

The IRepository interface encapsulates the database of variables maintained by  

the software. This section describes the methods exposed by the IRepository 

interface and how to use them. A pseudo-Visual Basic notation is used to describe each 
method. 
 

2.2.1   Enums 

2.2.1.1   StorageType 

 StorageTypeUnknown 0 

the storage type of the variable is not known, and is not one of the other legal values of the 
StorageType type 

 StorageTypeInt8  1 

the storage type of the variable is signed 8-bit integer (C# equivalent: sbyte) 

 StorageTypeUInt8  2 

the storage type of the variable is unsigned 8-bit integer (C# equivalent: byte) 

 StorageTypeInt16  3 

the storage type of the variable is signed 16-bit integer (C# equivalent: short) 

 StorageTypeUInt16  4 

the storage type of the variable is unsigned 16-bit integer (C# equivalent: ushort) 

 StorageTypeInt32  5 

the storage type of the variable is signed 32-bit integer (C# equivalent: int) 

 StorageTypeUInt32  6 

the storage type of the variable is unsigned 32-bit integer (C# equivalent: uint) 

 StorageTypeInt64  7 

the storage type of the variable is signed 64-bit integer (C# equivalent: long) 

 StorageTypeUInt64  8 

the storage type of the variable is unsigned 64-bit integer (C# equivalent: ulong) 

 StorageTypeFloat  9 

the storage type of the variable is single-precision floating point (C# equivalent: float) 

 StorageTypeDouble  10 

the storage type of the variable is double-precision floating point (C# equivalent: double) 

 StorageTypeString  11 

the storage type of the variable is \"16-bit unicode string\" (C# equivalent: string) 

 StorageTypeCharacter 12 

the storage type of the variable is \"16-bit unicode character\" (C# equivalent: char) 

 StorageTypeImage  13 

the storage type of the variable is array of bytes, where the contents of the array represent a legal 
image file (C# equivalent: byte[], suitable for System.Drawing.Image.FromStream(new 
System.IO.MemoryStream(array, false))) 
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 StorageTypeBinary  14 

the storage type of the variable is array of bytes (C# equivalent: byte[]) 

 StorageTypeTrigger 15 

the variable is a trigger variable (no C# equivalent) 

 StorageTypeEnum  16 

the variable is an enum type (expressed as an int) which has user-readable formatting 

 StorageTypeDateTime 17 

the variable is a Date/Time type (C# equivalent: DateTime) 

 StorageTypeBoolean 18 

the variable is a boolean type (C# equivalent: bool) 
 

2.2.1.2   VariableKind 

 ControlVariableKind 0 

control variable 

 InfoVariableKind  1 

info variable 

 DataVariableKind  2 

data variable 

 TriggerVariableKind 3 

trigger variable 

 
 

2.2.2   controlVariables 

Description 
Holds the paths of all control variables currently present in the repository 
 
Property type 
Read-only 
 
Syntax 

Public Property controlVariables As String() 

 
Return Value 
A string list of all available control variables in the repository 
 
 

2.2.3   dataVariables 

Description 
Holds the paths of all data variables currently present in the repository 
 
Property type 
Read-only 
 
Syntax 

Public Property dataVariables As String() 

 
Return Value 
A string list of all available data variables in the repository 
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2.2.4   infoVariables 

Description 
Holds the paths of all info variables currently present in the repository 
 
Property type 
Read-only 
 
Syntax 

Public Property infoVariables As String() 

 
Return Value 
A string list of all available info variables in the repository 
 
 

2.2.5   getControlVariable 

Description 
Retrieves the control variable identified by "repositoryPath". If the variable does not 
exist, it is created and set to its intrinsic default value. The value passed in "creator" then 
identifies the creator of the variable 
 
Syntax 

Public Function getControlVariable(repositoryPath As String, creator As String) As 
ControlVariable 

 
Parameters 
repositoryPath: 
The full qualified path to the repository variable 
 
creator: 
A user define creator, can also be the empty string 
 
Return Value 
A reference to the control variable. 
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2.2.6   getDataVariable 

Description 
Retrieves the data variable identified by "repositoryPath". If the variable does not exist, 
null is returned. If the "repositoryPath" does not identify a valid variable, an invalid 
argument error is returned 
 
Syntax 

Public Function getDataVariable(repositoryPath As String) As DataVariable 

 
Parameters 
repositoryPath: 
The full qualified path to the repository variable 
 
Return Value 
A reference to the data variable 
 
 

2.2.7   getInfoVariable 

Description 
Retrieves the info variable identified by "repositoryPath". If the variable does not exist, it 
is created and set to its intrinsic default value. The value passed in "creator" then 
identifies the creator of the variable 
 
Syntax 

Public Function getInfoVariable(repositoryPath As String) As ControlVariable 

 
Parameters 
repositoryPath: 
The full qualified path to the repository variable 
 
Return Value 
A reference to the info variable 
 
 

2.2.8   resetToDefault 

Description 
Resets the repository to the system default by deleting all control variables that have no 
users and resets those that do have users to their intrinsic default values. 
 
Syntax 

Public Sub resetToDefault() 
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2.3   RepositoryVariable 

Inherited by: ControlVariable, DataVariable, InfoVariable 
 

2.3.1   formattedValue 

Description 
Holds the current value of the variable as a formatted string 
 
Property type 
Read-only  
 
Syntax 

Public Property formattedValue As String 

 
Return Value 
Returns the value as string decorated with the unit. 
 
 

2.3.2   value 

Description 
Holds the current value of the variable 
 
Property type 
Read-only 
 
Syntax 

Public Property controlVariables As Variant 

 
Return Value 
The current value of the variable. The actual data type of this value is determined by the 
valueStorageType property. 
 
 

2.3.3   kind 

Description 
Holds the kind of the variable. 
 
Property type 
Read-only 
 
Syntax 

Public Property kind As variableKind 

 
Return Value 
The kind of the variable. 
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2.3.4   valueStorageType 

Description 
Holds the storage type of the value variable 
 
Property type 
Read-only 
 
Syntax 

Public Property valueStorageType As StorageType 

 
Return Value 
The StorageType of the value. 
 
 

2.3.5   valueChanged 

Description 
An event that is raised when the value of the variable identified by "variable" changes. 
 
Syntax 

Public Event valueChanged(variable as RepositoryVariable) 
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3   The Variable Types 

As learned in chapter 1 currently there are three variable types available. How to access 
the Control Variables, Data Variables and Info Variables is mentioned in this chapter. 

3.1   ControlVariable 

Inherits: RepositoryVariable 
 

3.1.1   setValue 

Description 
Sets the variable to a new value. 
 
Syntax 

Public Sub setValue(newValue,setter As String) 

 
Parameters 
newValue: 
Represents the new value of the variable. Must either be a string, which is parsed to 
produce the real value, or a value of the correct storage type. 
 
setter: 
A user defined setter, can also be an empty string. 
 
 

3.1.2   setter 

Description 
Holds a string identifying the entity that last set this control variable's value. 
 
Property type 
Read-only 
 
Syntax 

Public Property setter As String 

 
Return Value 
The setter of this repository variable. 
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3.2   DataVariable 

Inherits: RepositoryVariable 
 

3.2.1   timestamp 

Description 
Holds the time and date at which this variable was last set. 
 
Property type 
Read-only 
 
Syntax 

Public Property timestamp As Variant 

 
Return Value 
The time the variable was last set. The value is given as a 64-bit unsigned integer 
counting the number of 125ps units since January 1, 2002, 12 am UTC. 
 
 

3.2.2   validFor 

Description 
Holds the number of seconds, with respect to "timestamp", that the value of the data 
variable should be considered valid for. 
 
Property type 
Read-only property 
 
Syntax 

Public Property validFor As Double 

 
Return Value 
See description. 
 
 

3.3   InfoVariable 

Inherits: RepositoryVariable 
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4   Using the COM Interface 

This chapter provids a quickstart guide for using the COM interface for several popular 
programming languages. It explains what must be done to enable access to the COM 
interface and to implement client code that interfaces with the ISAQ Measurement Suite. 
Moreover some Do's and Dont's are listed that should ensure secure first steps when 
using the ISAQ 100’s COM interface. 

4.1   Visual Basic 6 and Microsoft Office VBA programming description 

In order to use the ISAQ 100’s COM interface in your VB code you must include a 
reference to it in your project. In VisualBasic 6, you do this from the “References” 
window (“Project” → “References...”).  
In Microsoft Office, you first have to open the VBA editor (“Tools” → “Macro” → “Visual 
Basic Editor”), and then you can open the References window (“Tools” → “Refer-
ences...”). 
 
In that window, find the items entitled  

 "OMICRON Lab ISAQ COM Interface" and  

 "OMICRON Lab repository COM Interface" 

and check the box on its left then click OK. 
 
Once the ISAQ COM Interface reference is added, Visual Basic will know the ISAQ 
Application as well as the repository interface. In your code, you can get a reference to 
the repository in the software by creating an instance of type isaq.Application  and 

assigning it to a variable: 
 
Dim isaqApp As new isaq.Application 

 

This will connect to any running instance of the software, or, if no instance is running, 
will launch the ISAQ software and connect it to the new instance. 
 
To retrieve a specific value from the repository without registering for change 
notifications, you can use the getControlVariable, getDataVariable or 

getInfoVariable methods.  

For example, to check for the trigger level in the scope mode, you can get access to the 
control variable: 
 
Private Const TRIGLEVEL = "isaq.scope.TriggerLevel" 

 

Dim ctrlVar As ControlVariable 

Set ctrlVar = isaqApp.applicationRepository.getControlVariable(TRIGLEVEL, "")  

 

Once the variable has been defined it's value can be read: 
 

Dim valDouble As Double 

valDouble  = ctrlVar.Value 
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Similarly, you can set a specific variable in the repository by using the setValue 
setValue method: 

 
ctrlVar.setValue valDouble, "" 

 
You don't need to convert the value of the variable to a Variant; the VB runtime will take 
care of that for you. 
 
In order to receive notifications whenever the values of specific repository variables 
change, you need to declare your VB variable with the WithEvents keyword on top of the 
source of any object-type module. This can be any class module or user form. In VBA it 
can also be any of the object modules supplied by Microsoft Office itself (in Excel, for 
example, this would be the various Sheets and the Workbook) 
 
Public WithEvents ctrlVar As ControlVariable 

 

After that step you are able to use the full power of events by declaring the 
corresponding event handler: 
 
Private Sub ctrlVar_valueChanged(ByVal variable As 

omicronLabRepository.RepositoryVariable) 

Dim val as Variant ' can also be double! 

val = variable.Value  

End Sub  

 
 
Handling COM Errors 
Several methods of the ISAQ Automation COM Interface respond to invalid arguments 
by raising COM errors. COM errors can also occur if the application hosting the 
Repository interface is forcibly closed (or crashes) or, if you are using a DCOM 
connection, if the network connection is lost. In your client code, you can catch such 
errors using the On Error...GoTo or On Error...Resume functionality built into 

VBA. Inside your error handler (when using  On Error...GoTo) you can examine the 

Err object to get more information on what type of error occurred and to decide how to 
respond to the error condition. 
 
 

4.2   C++ programming description 

When accessing the COM interface from a C++ program you can utilize helper classes 
and automatic boilerplate code generation facilities that come with VisualStudio. The 
following discussion assumes VisualStudio 2005, but the basic procedure is similar with 
earlier and later versions. To get access to the IRepository interface and the ISAQ 
Application itselfs, you must import the type library for the ISAQ software in your code. 
You do this via the following statements: 
 

#import "C:\Program Files\OMICRON Lab\ISAQ Measurement 

Suite\RepositoryCOMInterface.tlb"  

#import <c:\Program Files\OMICRON Lab\ISAQ Measurement Suite\ISAQ.exe> 

     rename_search_namespace("omicronLabRepository") 
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This two lines can be placed in the header file or a cpp file. This will make the 
IRepository Interface as well as the ISAQ Application class available. The application 
itselfs lives in the "isaq" namespace. For the Repository the "omicronLabRepository" 
namespace is the crucial one. You will manipulate the repository and application not via 

the IRepository and IISAQ interface directly, but via helper classes called 

IRepositoryPtr and IISAQPtr which will be automatically created by the compiler.  
 

To create a new instance of the ISAQ software if none is running or connect to an 

already running instance, you declare an application variable of type IISAQPtr and call  

its CreateInstance member method, supplying its parameter with the expression 

__uuidof(Application).  
 

Bringing it all together: 
 
IISAQPtr app; 

app.CreateInstance(__uuidof(Application)); 
 

Once having access to the repository by calling the applications'  

GetapplicationRepository method, a specific variable will be obtained by calling 

the getControlVariable, getDataVariable or getInfoVariable  method of 

the repository: 
 

omicronLabRepository::IRepositoryPtr rep; 

rep = app->GetapplicationRepository(); 

omicronLabRepository::IControlVariablePtr controlVar; 

 

controlVar = rep->getControlVariable(_T("isaq.scope.TriggerLevel"),_T("")); 

  

With some more of work it will also be possible to register C++ client code to receive 
notifications when the contents of repository variables change. To do so, you need to 

implement the IRepositoryVariableEvents interface. Unlike with .NET or VBA one 

needs to provide some boilerplate code relating to the COM infrastructure. Basically you 
need to implement the raw_valueChanged member and additionally the the Members 

of the IUnknown interface – QueryInterface, AddRef and Release - has to be 

implemented. Generally it is always a good idea to write a small abstract class, perhaps 
called Consumer that implements these methods and leaves only  

notifyValueEvent to be implemented by the business logic.  
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Such a class could have the following header file: 
 
#ifndef CONSUMER_H 

#define CONSUMER_H 

 

#include <tchar.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <comutil.h> 

 

// import type library from mtronix.exe 

#import <C:\Program Files\OMICRON Lab\ISAQ Measurement Suite\ISAQ.exe> 

rename_search_namespace("omicronLabRepository") 

#import <C:\Program Files\OMICRON Lab\ISAQ Measurement 

Suite\RepositoryCOMInterface.tlb> 

 

using namespace isaq; 

using namespace omicronLabRepository; 

using namespace std; 

 

class Consumer : public IRepositoryVariableEvents 

{ 

public: 

 Consumer(); 

 virtual ~Consumer(); 

 

 // implement QueryInterface to work for IRepositoryVariableEvents and 

IUnknown 

 STDMETHOD(QueryInterface(const IID &iid, void **ifPtr)); 

  

 // ref-count 

 STDMETHOD_(ULONG, AddRef()); 

 STDMETHOD_(ULONG, Release()); 

  

 // this implements the raw_valueChanged method from 

IRepositoryVariableEvents 

 STDMETHOD(raw_valueChanged(IRepositoryVariable * variable)); 

  

protected: 

 virtual void notifyValueEvent(IRepositoryVariable * variable); 

  

 ULONG _refCount; 

}; 

 

#endif // CONSUMER_H 
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The implementation looks like shown below: 
 
#include "Consumer.h" 

 

Consumer::Consumer() : _refCount(0) 

{ 

} 

 

Consumer::~Consumer() 

{ 

} 

 

ULONG Consumer::AddRef() 

{ 

 return ++_refCount; 

} 

 

ULONG Consumer::Release() 

{ 

 return --_refCount; 

} 

 

HRESULT Consumer::QueryInterface(REFIID iid, void **ifPtr) 

{ 

 // make sure we were supplied storage for the interface pointer 

 if (!ifPtr) 

  return E_POINTER; 

 // we only supply a pointer for IUnknown and IConsumer2 interfaces 

 if (iid == __uuidof(IUnknown) || iid == 

__uuidof(IRepositoryVariableEvents)) { 

  *ifPtr = (IISAQ *)this; 

 } else 

  *ifPtr = 0; 

 // return error if no interface 

 if (!*ifPtr) 

  return E_NOINTERFACE; 

 

 // add a reference if we were queried (this is defined by COM) 

 AddRef(); 

 return S_OK; 

} 

 

 

HRESULT Consumer::raw_valueChanged(IRepositoryVariable * variable) 

{ 

 notifyValueEvent(variable); 

 return S_OK; 

} 

 

 
Note that in C++, variant values are represented by the VARIANT data type. The 
vt member of the VARIANT structure describes the type that a variant value contains. 
With respect to the ISAQ software COM Interface, the following types are possible: 
 

 VT_BOOL 

a bool value (TRUE or FALSE); stored in the boolVal member with possible values of 

VARIANT_TRUE and VARIANT_FALSE 

 VT_I2 

a 16-bit signed integer value (a short), stored in the iVal member. 
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 VT_UI2 

a 16-bit unsigned integer value (an unsigned short), stored in the uiVal member. 

 VT_I4 

a 32-bit signed integer value (an int), stored in the intVal member. 

 VT_UI4 

 a 32-bit unsigned integer value (an unsigned int), stored in the uintVal member. 

 VT_I8 

a 64-bit signed integer value (an __int64), stored in the llVal member. 

 VT_UI8 

a 64-bit unsigned integer value (an unsigned __int64), stored in the ullVal member. 

 VT_R4 

a 32-bit floating point value a float), stored in the fltVal member. 

 VT_R8 

a 64-bit floating point value (a double), stored in the dblVal member. 

 VT_BSTR 

a string value, stored in BSTR_T format in the bstrVal member. Use the _bstr_t helper type to 

access and manipulate strings. 

 VT_ARRAY | VT_UI1 

a byte array encapsulating a “blob” (binary large object) that can be any data. The precise format 
of the data must be defined by the variable type. The binary data is pointed to by the pparray 

member. To access arrays, use the MFC/ATL type COleArray or use the SafeArray* set of 

support functions. 

 
 
The ISAQ Automation COM interface also supports connection points, a technology that 
enables an object to "talk back" to its client via events. To make the client listening for 
these events you have to make use of the famous two  

 ConnectionPoint and  

 ConnectionPointContainer 

 
 
// listen to Trigger Level changes 

IConnectionPointContainerPtr cpcTriggerLevel; 

IConnectionPointPtr cpTriggerLevel; 

DWORD cookieTriggerLevel; 

ok = controlVarTriggerLevel.QueryInterface<IConnectionPointContainer>( 

 IID_IConnectionPointContainer,  

 &cpcTriggerLevel); 

ok = cpcTriggerLevel->FindConnectionPoint( 

 __uuidof(IRepositoryVariableEvents),  

 &cpTriggerLevel); 

ok = cpTriggerLevel->Advise(&consumer, &cookieTriggerLevel); 

 

// ... 

 

// unregister our handles 

cpTriggerLevel->Unadvise(cookieTriggerLevel); 
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Handling COM Errors 
Several methods of the IRepository interface respond to invalid arguments by raising 

COM errors. COM errors can also occur if the application hosting the IRepository 

interface is forcibly closed (or crashes) or, if you are using a DCOM connection, if the 
network connection is lost. 
In C++, if you use the wrapper classes that come with VisualStudio, COM errors are 
represented by exceptions of type _com_error, which encapsulates the raw HRESULT 
error code as well as an IErrorInfo object that you can use to retrieve more information 
on the error. You will use standard C++ exception handling to catch COM errors. 
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5   Conclusion and Support information 

By this instruction you have learned how to control the ISAQ 100 system by its COM 
interface using third-party programs. In case you have any further questions please feel 
free to contact us using the contact information mentioned below. 
 
 
 
 

Contact Information / Technical Support 
 
E-Mail: support@omicron-lab.com 
Web: www.omicron-lab.com 
 
or contact the following OMICRON electronics customer service centers: 
 
Europe, Africa, Middle East 
OMICRON electronics GmbH, Klaus, Austria 
Phone: +43 5523 507-333 
Fax: +43 5523 507-999 
 
Asia, Pacific 

OMICRON electronics Asia Ltd, Hong Kong 
Phone: +852 2634 0377 
Fax: +852 2634 0390 
 
North and South America 
OMICRON electronics Corp. USA, Houston, Texas 
Phone: +1 713 830-4660 or 1 800 OMICRON 
Fax: +1 713 830 4661 
 
Alternatively, visit our Web site www.omicron-lab.com for customer service centers in 
your area. 

mailto:support@omicron-lab.com
http://www.omicron-lab.com/
http://www.omicron-lab.com/
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Appendix 

I. Variables in the Repository 

This section lists the currently supported variables (see also Variables) that are 
accessible via the Repository. For each variable, the following is shown: 

 the variable name 

 main- and sub-qualifiers (where appropriate), will be concatenated by "." 
("main.sub.") 

 the storage type (such as double, int, etc.) 

 the default value of the variable 

 a short description (if needed) 
 
 
Please be aware of: 

1) The description has been kept concise because (almost) everything is described 
in the User Manual in more detail. 

2) Domains, variable names and qualifiers are case-sensitive, i.e. it is an error to 
access “isaq.scope.triggerlevel” or “isaq.scope.TRIGGERLEVEL”. 

3) To get a valid variable path the string representation has to be prefixed by the 
domain followed by a dot. As mentioned above the domain for the ISAQ 
Measurement Suite is “isaq”. 

4) Not every variable should be set at every time. The AI allows direct access to the 
(sometimes inmost) internals of ISAQ by bypassing the validation process of the 
graphical user interface. For example you should NOT change the samplerate 
during data recording.  

5) Variables not listed in this sections are currently not intended to be used by the 
Automation Interface user, be it because they are for internal purpose only or just 
primed for further development. 

 

Control Variables 

Name Main 
Qualifier 

Sub 
Qualifier 

Type Default Comment 

FreqLeft fft  double 0 Defines the display start 
frequency for the FFT 

FreqRight fft  double 10000 Defines the display stop 
frequency for the FFT 

Span fft  double 10000 Defines the display frequency 
span for the FFT. 

CenterFreq fft  Double 5000 Defines the display center 
frequency for the FFT. 

YMax_0 fft chn1, 
chn2 

double 2 Defines the display maximum 
value of the y-axis for the 
appropriate channel. The number 
at the end points to the 
YScaleType variable. 
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Name Main 
Qualifier 

Sub 
Qualifier 

Type Default Comment 

YMax_1 fft chn1, 
chn2 

double 20 Defines the display maximum 
value of the y-axis for the 
appropriate channel. The number 
at the end points to the 
YScaleType variable. 

YMax_2 fft chn1, 
chn2 

double 80 Defines the display maximum 
value of the y-axis for the 
appropriate channel. The number 
at the end points to the 
YScaleType variable. 

YMax_3 fft chn1, 
chn2 

double 140 Defines the display maximum 
value of the y-axis for the 
appropriate channel. The number 
at the end points to the 
YScaleType variable. 

YMin_0 fft chn1, 
chn2 

double 0 Defines the display minimum 
value of the y-axis for the 
appropriate channel. The number 
at the end points to the 
YScaleType variable. 

YMin_1 fft chn1, 
chn2 

double -110 Defines the display minimum 
value of the y-axis for the 
appropriate channel. The number 
at the end points to the 
YScaleType variable. 

YMin_2 fft chn1, 
chn2 

double -50 Defines the display minimum 
value of the y-axis for the 
appropriate channel. The number 
at the end points to the 
YScaleType variable. 

YMin_3 fft chn1, 
chn2 

double 10 Defines the display minimum 
value of the y-axis for the 
appropriate channel. The number 
at the end points to the 
YScaleType variable. 

YScaleType fft chn1, 
chn2 

int 1 Defines the display y-axis scale 
format for the appropriate 
channel. Valid index values are: 

 0 V 

 1 dBV 

 2 dBmV 

 3 dbµV 
The selected format is directly 
coupled to the corresponding y-
axis scale (i.e. YMax_<index> 
and YMin_<index> 
 

Channel fft cursor1, 
cursor2 

int 0 Attaches the appropriate cursor 
to the specified channel. Valid 
values are: 

 0 CH 1 

 1 CH 2 
 

Enabled fft cursor1, 
cursor2 

bool FALSE Manages the visibility of the 
appropriate cursor. 

Freq fft cursor1, 
cursor2 

double 0 Holds the frequency value of the 
appropriate cursor. 
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Name Main 
Qualifier 

Sub 
Qualifier 

Type Default Comment 

Yoffset scope chn1, 
chn2 

double 0 Defines the display offset voltage 
for the appropriate channel. 

Yscale scope chn1, 
chn2 

double 1 Defines the display voltage scale 
per division for the appropriate 
channel. 

Coupling scope chn1, 
chn2 

bool FALSE Activates or deactivates the DC 
coupling for the appropriate 
channel. 

Channel scope cursor1, 
cursor2 

int 0 Attaches the appropriate cursor 
to the specified channel. Valid 
values are: 

 0 CH 1 

 1 CH 2 
 

Enabled scope cursor1, 
cursor2 

bool FALSE Manages the visibility of the 
appropriate cursor. 

Time scope cursor1, 
cursor2 

double 0 Holds the time value of the 
appropriate cursor. 

PhaseDiffDeg scope  double 0 Calculates the Phase Difference 
in deg between both signals. 

PhaseDiffRad scope  double 0 Calculates the Phase Difference 
in rad between both signals. 

TriggerLevel scope  double 0 Defines the trigger level. 
TriggerSlope scope  bool FALSE Defines the trigger slope. True 

stands for a falling and false for a 
rising slope. 

TriggerSource scope  int 0 Defines the trigger source. Valid 
values are: 

 0 CH 1 

 1 CH 2 

 2 Line 

 3 External 
 

TriggerTimeout scope  double 0.501 Defines the trigger timeout. 
TriggerType scope  int 0 Defines the trigger mode. Valid 

values are: 

 0 Auto 

 1 Normal 
 

Xoffset scope  double 0 Defines the scope graphical 
display offset time. This means a 
shift of the time axis by this 
value. 

Xscale scope  double 0.001 Defines the displayed time within 
a division for the time axis. 

Visibility scopefft chn1 bool TRUE Activates or deactivates the 
appropriate channel for the chart 
(Scope and FFT mode). 

Visibility scopefft chn2 bool FALSE Activates or deactivates the 
appropriate channel for the chart 
(Scope and FFT mode). 
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Name Main 
Qualifier 

Sub 
Qualifier 

Type Default Comment 

AutoGainMode setting  int 1 Defines the behavior of the Auto 
Gain adjustment. Correlates to 
"Mode" in the "Auto Input Range" 
section of the Settings dialog. 
Valid values are: 

 0 Semi 

 1 Full 
 

AverageLength setting  int 1 Defines the number of adjacent 
values used to average the 
measurement result. 

InputRange setting chn1, 
chn2 

int 4 Defines the input range for the 
corresponding channel. Valid 
values are: 

 4 0.64 V 

 3 10.2 V 

 2 51.2 V 

 1 256 V 
 

Invert setting chn1, 
chn2 

bool FALSE Defines weather the incoming 
signal is inverted or not. 
Correlates to "Invert Curve" in 
the "Measurement CH 1/2" 
section of the Settings dialog. 
Valid values are: 

 0 NO 

 1 YES 
 

ProbeRatio setting chn1, 
chn2 

double 1 Defines the Probe Factor of the 
appropriate channel. 

DecimalSeparator setting  int 0 Specifies the decimal separator 
for the csv export. Valid values 
are: 

 0 . 

 1 , 
 

FFTWindow setting  int 0 Defines the filter window used for 
the FFT calculation. Valid values 
are: 

 0 Kaiser 

 1 Blackman 

 2 Hanning 

 3 Hamming 

 4 Rect 
 

FlatFrequencyResponse setting  int 0 The filter is optimized for 
measurements in the time 
domain (NO) or in the frequency 
domain (YES). Valid values are: 

 0 NO 

 1 YES 
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Name Main 
Qualifier 

Sub 
Qualifier 

Type Default Comment 

LineFrequency setting  int 0 Defines the frequency of the 
power line for line triggering. 
Valid values are: 

 0 50 Hz 

 1 60 Hz 
 

SampleRateImmediate setting  int 0 Allows changing the Sample 
Rate for both channels CH1 and 
CH2. Valid values are: 

 0 125 kSps 

 1 500 kSps 

 2 1 MSps 

 3 2 MSps 
 

SplitFileSize setting  int 0 The Data Recorder splits the file 
after reaching the size in 
Megabyte defined by this 
variable. 

ValueSeparator setting  int 0 Specifies the value separator for 
the csv export. Valid values are: 

 0 , 

 1 ; 
 

 

Data Variables  

Name Main 
Qualifier 

Sub 
Qualifier 

Type Default Comment 

SteadyTimeStreamVector scope chn1, 
chn2 

byte[]  Holds a vector describing the 
sample time points of the 
signal (expressed as 64-bit 
floats) regarding the 
appropriate channel. The 
vector will be streamed in 
chunks of data. 

SteadyVoltageStreamVector scope chn1, 
chn2 

byte[]  Holds a vector describing the 
sample values of the scope 
(expressed as 64-bit floats) 
regarding the appropriate 
channel. The vector will be 
streamed in chunks of data. 

 

Info Variables 

Name Main 
Qualifier 

Sub Qualifier Type Default Comment 

Available hardware controller1, 
controller1.sensor1, 
controller1.sensor2 

bool  TRUE indicates that an ISAQ 
100-C is connected and ready to 
use. FALSE indicates that no 
device is available. 

SerialNumber hardware controller1, 
controller1.sensor1, 
controller1.sensor2 

string  Holds the serial number of the 
appropriate unit. 
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